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AASU receives federal funds for bike path

Check Inside

By Elizabeth A. DeRoche

The current construc
tion in the wooded area
behind Fine Arts Hall and
University Hall begins the
first phase for a bicycle
path funded by the Federal
Transportation Enhance
ment program.
"As the University's en
rollment increases and
more students live on
campus, there is greater
need for facilities that can
provide recreational op
portunities," said Philip
Schretter, grounds super
intendent for Plant Opera
tions. "I think the path will
provide an opportunity for
safe and convenient recre
ation for not only students,
but also members of the
community."
Schretter said he sees the
bike path project, seven
years in the making, being
used for walkers, runners
and bicyclists.
The first phase of the
project begins in the wood
ed area between Fine Arts
Hall and University Hall
and will cross University
Drive, follow Roger Warlick Drive behind the in
tramural fields and end in'
front of the softball field.
Plans are for this path
to be a well lit, paved and
10-feet wide. It will contain
stop signs, center lines and
elevated crosswalks much
like the ones crossing roads
at Compass Point. This por
tion of the bike path will
be approximately one mile
long, Schretter said.

SGA gears up
for SGAWeek
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

On Sept 20, Student Gov
ernment Association members
discussed their final prepa
rations for this week's SGA
Week. Vice President Ty Slater
was particularly enthusiastic
about the week's upcoming
events, specifically the Sept. 21
"Pie your Senators" event.
"I'm really excited about
this, and I hope that everyone
will tak e part in it," he said.
"We have a lot of pies to throw,
and we don't want any of them
going to waste."
The events are being held to
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Crime Blotter
Monitor, checks
stolen from Fine Arts
building
By Kristen Powell
Senior News Reporter

Officer Tiffany Land respond
ed to a report of breaking and
entering at Fine Arts Hall o n
Sept. 10. Employees said that
an Apple flat-screen monitor,
an office key and two or three
personal checks made out to
AASU were taken from a room.
Two student workers had ac
cess to the room duringthe eve
ning, tut both said theynoticed
nothing suspicious, according
to the police report.
University police are still in
vestigating.
A student reported-to univer
sity police that she discovered
her GPS was stolen from her
vehicle a t 10:30 a.m. Sept. 11
while it was parked i n front of
Windward Commons.

PATH LEGEND:

0

— AASU BIKE PATH-PHASE
CONSTRUCTION
SPRING 2009
—— AASU PROPOSED
BIKE PATH- PHASE II
1800 L.F. FUNDED
CITY OF SAVANNAH
— ABERCORN SIDEWALK
IMPROVEMENTS
AASU PROPOSED
BIKE PATHFUTURE PHASES
CHATHAM COUNTY
EXISTING BIKE PATH

Photo courtesy of Phillip Schretter

"I'm optimistic that it'll
be done sometime early
next year," he said.
There are two more
phases that continue the
path around the front of
campus, through the back

of the Arts Drive parking
lot, following behind Pi
rates Arena, then meeting
at the softball field. When
complete, the whole path
should ' be around three
miles, Schretter said.

Senior Sarah Mezel said
she is excited about the
new path. She rides her
bike often and has taken
advantage of the current
bike paths behind Compass
Point.

"I would definitely use
it," she said. "It sounds like
it will be a beautiful ride."
Junior Mike Metzger
feels the same way.

PATH I PAGE 8

AASU inaugurates Linda Bleicken
F. Reese Shellman, III
Copy Editor
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

ing the event to recognize and
congratulate Bleicken.
John C. Helmken II, chair
of the Armstrong Founda
tion Board of Directors, spoke
alongside others to congratu
late Bleicken and recognize

that will serve this university
well," Helmken said to Bleick
en in his speech.
Georgia Governor Sonny
Perdue was unable to attend
the event but sent a proclama
tion declaring the importance

On Sept. 17, AASU celebrat
ed the presidential inaugu
ration of Linda M. Bleicken
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Bleicken is AASU's seventh
president. The event featured
an academic procession, a
number of spea kers arid per
formances by the Armstrong
Brass Choir and the University
Chorale. The auditorium was
filled with local community
leaders, alumni and profes
sors clothed in their academic
gowns.
The event coincided with
Armstrong Junior College's
first day of classes in 1935,
when 168 students attended
in a building on Bull Street.
Now, 75 years later, the col
lege has been converted into a
four-year state university with
more than 7,500 students.
The celebration leading
up to the inauguration high
lighted 75 alumni, chosen by
university faculty and staff for
their achievements during and
following their time at AASU.
The alumni were celebrated
and listed at a function held
the evening of Sept. 16.
According to Renee Connol
ly, president of the Armstrong
Alumni Foundation, during
her speech at the inaugura
tion, AASU currently has over
29,000 living alumni, 18,000
of whom a re located in Geor
Photo by Hank Sharpe
giaLinda Bleiken is of ficially inaugurated as seventh president of AASU on Sept.
Several notable members 16th.
of the university system, as
well as Savannah mayor -and the servicethat shehas already of the occasion.
University System of Geor
Armstrong State College's first rendered to AASU.
African-American graduate
"You have an elegant and gia Chancellor Errol Davis was
- Otis Johnson, spoke dur strategic style of leadership present at the event to praise

Bleicken's past achievements
and officially sw ear her into
her position.
While Bleicken has been
serving as the president of
AASU for over a year now, her
inauguration was postppned
during that time.
Davis said of Bleicken, "She
was much more focusedon her
mission of moving Armstrong
Atlantic forward than she was
this medieval beatification."
Davis said that Bleicken
was convinced to have an in
auguration later: "It was not
necessarily for her but for the
campus."
All of the events that the ad
ministration have tied into the
president's inauguration serve
the double purpose of rais
ing community awareness of
AASU in addition to celebrat
ing the presentation of a new
university leader.
Davis praised Bleicken's for
titude, compassion and lead
ership.
"She will lead thisinstitution
to higher levels," hesaid. "She
is the right person to engage
this campus and this commu
nity. She is the right person to
lead Armstrong Atlantic Uni
versity during this important
and certainly economically
challenging point in our his
tory."
Davis later gave<*Bleicken a
medallion representing her
new position at AASU.
The university used music
to bestow an additional honor
on Bleicken.
Composer and performer
Vijay Singh created an original
musical composition for the
affair. The piece,"Proclaim the
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Campus Briefs
Department of Art,
Music and Theatre to host
diversity forum

The Department of Art,
Music & Theatre will host
"Stormy the Road We Trod:
Chronicling Our Trek Into
Academic Integration,"a
racial and cultural diversity
forum that will feature
local panelists and AASU
community members who
represent AASU's journey
into academic integration.
The forum will b e held
at 10:30 a.m., Sept. 29
in the Armstrong Center
Auditorium.
Elizabeth DesnoyersColas, assistant professor
of communication and
coordinator of the AfricanAmerican studies minor; will
moderate.
Panelists will include
Zaphon Wilson, chair,
Department of Criminal
Justice, Social & Political
Science; Zerik Samples,
president, SGA; Evelyn
Dandy, AASU professor
emerita of early childhood
. education; and Hispanic
Outreach and Leadership at
Armstrong program students
Elisa Gutierrez and Marco
Tapia.
All students, faculty and
staff are invited.

Looking Back, Stepping
Forward: The Evolution of
an African-American Dance
Tradition

On Sept. 23 at 7 p.m., the
Office of Multicultural Affairs
will screen the film "Many
Steps", a documentary that
explores stepping, in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. Stepping is the
popular communal art form in
which teams of young dancers
compete, using improvisation,
call and response, complex
meters, propulsive rhythms and
a percussive attack. The film
will highlight the origin and
evolution of this unique dance
form. Immediately after the
completion of the film there will
be a live performance by the
group Step Afrika.
Step Afrika is the first
professional company in the
world dedicated to the tradition
of stepping. Founded in
December 1994, the company
promotes an understanding
and appreciation of stepping
and the dance tradition's use as
an educational tool for young
people worldwide.
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Construction of new Wal-Mart met with mixed opinions
By Sam Strozzo

Wal-Mart, the largest retailer
in the nation, attracts thou
sands of customers to its stores
every day. Six Wal-Marts are
within 20 miles of downtown
Savannah, and two of these are
within five miles of AASU. Still,
the company is constructing a
brand-new "town center" style
Wal-Mart just a half mile from
campus.
Due to Wal-Mart's large
consumer following, it is quite
common for smaller retailers
to spring up around Wal-Marts.
This can be helpful to an area's
economy, as many jobs are cre
ated both through Wal-Mart
and the abundance of smaller
businesses that pop up nearby.
In the case of the new Abercorn Street Wal-Mart, it's not
veiy likely there will be many
new businesses popping up -at
least in terms of physical build
ings. The area is already well
developed.
Barbara Higgins, person
nel manager of the Wal-Mart
Supercenter on Montgomeiy
Cross Road, said a typical WalMart Supercenter employs
around 6oo people.
"The new Wal-Mart on Abercorn will likely employ about
the same number we do," she
said.
This means AASU students
in the market for jobs will have
new chances for employment.
Even with the possibility of
new job creation, it's hard to
overlook the reason Wal-Mart
is so successful. It is among the
most fiercely competitive retail
chains, allowing it to secure its
position as the number-one

revenue-earning business in the
nation for many years. Stores al
ready in the area in direct com
petition with Wal-Mart may be
in danger.
"It is a scaiy thought," said
AASU student Anna Thomas,
who is a cashier at Kroger on
Abercorn Street. "It's hard to
beat Wal-Mart, but I think we'll
be okay."
She and other employees of
Kroger are obviously aware of
the huge competition coming
soon, but the thought does not
seem to phase them.
"I'm not too worried," said
Kroger employee John Price.
"Sure, a lot of people go to WalMart, but a lot of people come
here, too, or we wouldn't be
here."
Other businesses in the area
may benefit from the increased
traffic brought by the new WalMart.
"It's been slow here," said
Amanda Collins, a student and
server at Texas Roadhouse in
Savannah Mall. "Hopefully the
Wal-Mart will bring in more
customers."
Collins said that were it not
for the Savannah Mall's staple
stores, Target and Bass Pro
Shops, it would be almost im
possible for the mall's smaller
stores to stay open.
"Sure, we get business," she
said. "But I'd be willing
to bet we
get at least twice as much with a
huge Wal-Mart right across the
street."
Increased business may also
mean something else for the
Southside corridor: a logistical
nightmare. As earlier editions of
The Inkwell have reported, city
officials have already expressed
concern about Abercorn Street

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
Photography Editor
photo.inkwell@gpmail.com

Which AASU sport are you following this year?"

1

Photo by Andrea Cervone
Construction of t he new Wal-Mart progresses as AASU students and Savannah

I'm going to be following women's
soccer this year."
Raven Patterson, visual arts
sophomore

"I'm probably going to follow
women's tennis this year. They did
really well last year so I'm anxious
to see how they are going to do."
Dom Major, psychology
sophomore

"I'll probably follow men's
basketball, mainly because
basketball is my favorite sport
so I really enjoy watching it."
Eric Farley, sports medicine
sophomore

"I'll watch men's basketball. I've
been playing basketball my whole
life so it's something I connect to."
Blake Sapp, fine arts
, freshman

residents contemplate the impact the retail mogul will ha ve on the area.

backing up due to AASU traffic building would not be able to fit
alone. A brand new Wal-Mart its planned 151,000 square-foot
will likely result in further traf floor plan alongside required
fic increases.
infrastructure
accommoda
Luckily, the issue has already tions, especially those involv
been initially addressed. Before ing drainage in the already low
construction of the new store area.
could begin, Wal-Mart had to
"In case you were unaware,
petition City Council to allow Southside Savannah is only a
it to relocate Fulton Road, the few feet higher than the marsh
small road running behind both surrounding it," said Savannah
Kroger and the Wal-Mart prop firefighter Johnny Bruiswieser.
erty.
"Without a lot of effort, a heavy
Wal-Mart's official company rain would wash awaythe whole
figures estimate that a Super- area."
center will generally attract
The new Wal-Mart is situroughly 10,000 car trips per - ated less than three-quarters
day. Considering the already of a mile away from the Rio
high volume of traffic on Aber Road boat landing into Hoover
corn Street, the new store will Creek, part of the vast expanse
likely prove problematic for of marshland surrounding Sa
daily commuters.
vannah.
"Honestly, I'm more worried
There is no way to accurately
about the traffic than I am my predict how the new Supercen
job," Thomas said. "Traffic's ter will affect AASU students
bad enough as it is. Once Wal- and the Southside.
Mart opens, I may never make
"Traffic and other inconve
it to class."
niences aside, I'd say mo
re busi
Traffic was not the only rea ness on the Southside can't be a
son altering Fulton Road was a bad thing," Bruiswieser said.
requirement for the store's con
struction. Without it, the new

Students get opportunity to give back

derful relationship with AASU.
She emphasized that the
Speech and Hearing Center
Volunteer organizations, students converge on campus
relies solely on volunteers to
conduct hearing screenings for
By Elizabeth DeRoche
Chatham County students.
In 2009 alone, the-center
The third annual Volunteer
screened more than 2,000 stu
Fair was held Sept. 15 at the
dents, Curry said.
'
residential plaza in front of the
John Kendricks represented
Student Union. There were 17
Big Brothers, Big Sisters of the
different volunteer organiza
Coastal Empire. He encouraged
tions present representing the
students who wanted to make a
area's needs.
difference in achild's life to vol
Chris Nowicki, assistant di
unteer with the program.
rector for Student Union and
The Big Brothers, Big Sisters
Activities, said the Volunteer
program is one-on-one and al
Fair has been successful in the
lows the volunteer to create
past and is a way to bring the
a relationship with the child,
organizations to the students.
Kendricks said.
Photo by Andrea Cervone
'We really want to increase Executive Director of Big Brothers, Big S isters John Kendricks discusses some
He also spoke on behalf of
the student volunteerism on features about the organization with freshman Vivian Gonzalez at the third
past volunteers who told him
campus," Nowicki said.
annual volunteer fair on Sept. 15.
they got more from the program
He stressed the importance teering provides networking zations present. The Humane
than they think the child did.
of making students aware of opportunities and helps build a Society's greatest need is dog
Sophomore Darcie Keith at
walkers. Dog walking requires
their opportunities to give back better resume.
tended
the fair. She plans to
in the Savannah community.
The new experience of volun an orientation, which is held the volunteer at America's Second
Nowicki said the majority of teering excited freshman Paige third Saturday of every month.
Times to walk are available in Harvest of Coastal Georgia. She
the fair's past participants said Joe.
is particularly interested in Kids
it encouraged them to continue
"I am mostly interested in the mornings and afternoons.
The Savannah Speech and Cafe.
volunteering after graduation.
the Humane Society because I
"It's a great organization to
"It's a great way to get in got my dog from a shelter," she Hearing Center was among
help
the children whodon't have
the other organizations pres
volved in the community," No said.
anything,"
Keith said. "Children
wicki said.
The Humane Society was ent. Ann Curry represented the are our future, and they need
Nowicki added that volun- only one of the many organi Speech and Hearing Center and
said the organization has awon someone to help them."
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theinkwellonline.com
Second Harvest is afood bank
located on President Street just
east of downtown. Kids Cafe is
one of the programs Second
Harvest offers.
Volunteers for Kids Cafe can
help children by serving food,
tutoring, teaching arts and crafts
or leading them in games.
Alea Bird, who graduated
from AASU in May, organizes
Kids Cafe.
As an English-communica
tions major, Bird was required
to take a grant writing class,
which is designated to writing
grants for non-profit organiza
tions. She volunteered with Sec
ond Harvest her last semester
and is now the Kids Cafe coor
dinator.
Another organization present
was United Way.
Kim Fritz, the representative
for United Way of the Coastal
Empire and Hands on Savan
nah, said tfiis organization is "a
good way to browse a bunch of
opportunities at one time."
United Way offers an online
profile and always has volun
teer opportunities that work
with any schedule. They are also
available through Facebook and
Twitter.

Volunteer organizations present
included:

•America's Second Harvest of Coastal
Georgia
•Rape Crisis Center of the Coastal
Empire
•United Way of the Coastal Empire
and Hands on Savannah
•St. Joseph's/Candler SOURCE
Program
•Greenbriar Children's Center
•Senior Citizens, Inc.
•Humane Society of Savannah/
Chatham County
•Coastal Empire Council of the Boy
Scouts of America
•City of Savannah Sanitation Bureau,
Outreach and Education
•Wesley Community Centers of
Savannah
•Tybee Island Historical Society
•SMART Spoons
•Savannah Speech and Hearing
Center
•Big Brothers, Big Sisters of the
Coastal Empire
•Coastal Empire Habitat for Humanity
•American Cancer Society

Career Services helps college students learn to focus
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Reporter

In today's difficult eco
nomic climate, finding a job
can be hard for anyone. For a
college student with little to
no experience, finding a de
cent paying job is even more
difficult.
With the amount of people
searching for entry-level jobs
increasing, especially with
upperclassmen and recent
graduates, the competition
causes employers to expect
more of applicants.
Elizabeth Wilson, assistant
director of AASU's Office of
Career Services, said there
are ways to work around this
common problem.
"Academics are impor
tant," she said. "Being wellrounded and involved is also
important, so if you can join
a club or organization on

campus - maybe one that's
related to your major or
what you want to do when
you graduate - that would
give you some practical ex
perience as well."
Wilson said internships
are the key to gaining expe
rience when employers will
only hire experienced ap
plicants. College credit is at
tached to interning and can
be established through Ca1 ree r Services and advisers.
Wilson said there are three
main things Career Services
does: it helps students pick
their major and career path,
it helps students get experi
ence in their chosen field
and it assists students — es
pecially seniors — with job
searches and graduate school
decisions. Career Services
can also help with resumes,
cover letters and interview
preparation for jobs.

For students in the early
years of their collegiate ca
reer, internships may not be
an option.
For students like Ryan Goetz, a freshman majoring in
pre-pharmacy, the chances
of attaining an internship
in their chosen field with no
classroom experience are
slim.
Goetz said he hopes to be
employed at McDonald's.
"Right now I guess I'm look
ing at various fast food plac
es," he said.

When the need for money
has to take a momentary
backseat to career goals, fast
food venues are the easier
alternative. Some students,
like senior theater major
Ashton Carr, have a need for
both.
"I have a very, very flexible
work schedule," Carr said.
Along with working part
time at B&D Burgers, Carr
belongs to AASU's theater
troupe, the Masquers, and
also auditions around town.
Carr said she was able to

Helpful hints for the perfectinterview:

Dress appropriately.
•For men: Nice slacks, button-up shirt To be more formal, weara suit.
•For ladies: Wear dose-toed shoes, not too high a heel, knee-length skirt with
hosiery. Pants can also be worn with a tucked-in button-up shirt, a sweater set or a
blouse.

have such a flexible sched
ule at her job because she let
her managers know she was
someone they could trust by
building credibility.
"The easiest jobs to bal
ance are getting a campus
job, because they know your
schedule and have to follow
it, and waiting tables," she
said. "It's already under
stood that you're a student,
and they have no choice but
to work around your school
schedule."
Wilson said Career Ser

vices also helps with getting
on-campus jobs and workstudies. They can also advise
students on how to balance
their schedules and focus on
priorities.
Being focused on school
and work leads Carr to make
her social life less of a prior-

ity-

I don't go out as much
as I would like," she said.
"Sometimes I have to sacri
fice having fun."

•Show up early.
•Give a good, strong handshake and a smile.
•Show enthusiasm.
•Use correct grammar.
•Have questions prepared for the employer about the job.
•Follow up with a"thank you"e-mail or note.
For more tips onjob searching,resumesand more go toCareer Services'Web page on the ASU
Web site, orcontact Career Services at careers@aimstrong.edu or call912-344-2563.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Celebrate National Public Lands Day
By Mike Matz
(MCT)

Millions travel to our na
tional forests, parks and
wilderness areas each year,
with visitation in July 2010
to Yellowstone National
Park marking an all-time
high. What some may not
realize is that each of us every citizen of the United
States - owns a stake in
approximately 650 million
acres of the nation's lands.
In effect, the property deed
for almost one-third of our
country lists the American
people as owners. We'd
better take care of it.
On Sept. 25, the congressionally chartered National
Environmental Education
Foundation will oversee
National Public Lands Day,
to commemorate our mu
tually owned acreage and
to inspire us to visit and
appreciate these places.
But the event is not only a
celebration, it's an oppor
tunity to take care of what
we own, just as we mow our
yards, rake leaves or tend
our gardens.
True, 650 million acres is
a lot to look after, and one
day simply isn't enough,
even with all of us pitching
in and giving back to our
sources of camping, fish
ing, hiking and hunting.
That's why we hire dedicat
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Two women hike the main road of Cumberland Island National Seashore, just a few hours south of Savannah.The Island
boasts 50 miles of trail in its 57 square miles, making it a prime getaway for coastal residents looking to spend some time in
the great outdoors.

ed people in the National
Park Service, the U.S. For
est Service, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and
the Bureau of Land Man
agement to help us care for
it. Year round, these stew
ards administer the vast
and varied landscape in

the public interest, based
on guiding laws such as the
Wilderness Act of 1964.
Over this past summer,
while many of us vaca
tioned in our parks and
wilderness, officials from
the Obama administration
toured the country, visit

ing small towns and big cit
ies, to hear firsthand what
Americans want for the
future of our public lands.
In places from Albuquer
que to Concord and Mis
soula to Orlando, people
shared their ideas. This
effort, termed "America's

Great Outdoors listening
tour," will culminate in
November with „a report
and recommendations to
President Obama, based on
lessons learned about how
best to be good stewards of
our public land.
It's a big job and an im
portant one. Not only are
we, and our public stew
ards, taking care of places
like the Grand Canyon or
the Everglades today, we're
also trying hard to make
sure we leave them in good
shape for future Americans.
President Teddy Roosevelt
said, "The nation behaves
well if it treats its natural
resources as assets which it
must turn over to the next
generation increased, and
not impaired, in value."
According
to
histo
rian Douglas Brinkley,
Roosevelt believed that
"saving natural wonders,
wildlife species, timberlands and diverse habitats
was a patriotic endeavor."
Inspired by citizen in
volvement from the ground
up, our elected representa

tives and senators in Con
gress can continue car
rying out that djrty. They
are working on legislation
- which could be enacted
this year - to protect an
additional 2 million acres,
across more than a dozen
states, as wilderness, na
tional monuments, conser
vation areas and recreation
areas. These legislative
measures' are backed by
hunters and anglers, busi
ness owners, city councilors
and county commissioners.
They are championed by
members of both parties.
We can bequeath to fu
ture generations spectacu
lar wonders with evocative
names such as the Pioneer
Mountains in Montana,
Gold Butte in Nevada,
Horse Heaven in Oregon
and the Cherokee National
Forest in Tennessee. If we
succeed, we fulfill an Amer
ican tradition, providing
special places to enjoy on
this National Public Lands
Day and those that will be
celebrated by our children
and grandchildren.

Mike Matz is director of the Campaign for America's
Wilderness at the Pew Environment Group. Readers may send
him e-mail at mmatz@pewtrusts.org.

Know something The Inkwell should cover? E-mail news.inkwell@gmail.com and let us know.
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Letter to the editor
Common Read instills communal values
I am writing you in refer
ence to the book "Waddie
Welcome and the Beloved
Community." I am aware
that this book was supposed
to be very informative and
inspiring to people. How
ever, I found it difficult
to find a clear point to the
book in the way in which it
was conveyed. This allowed
me to experience a change
by going to the Conlmon
Read about "Waddie."
To me, "Waddie" was
quite difficult to under
stand. I am conscious of
the fact that Waddie Wel
come was a physically dis
abled man looking for bet

ter health care. However,
the plot does not convey the
theme of this book, which I
had a hard time finding.
I would have liked to be
able to fully understand
why this book was so im
portant because this plot
albne was not enough for
me to discover this.
Because the book left me
with questions, I attended
the lecture about this book
on Sept. l. As I sat there
and began to listen to the
authors read and explain
their writing, I slowly be
gan to understand the rea
sons why Tom Kohler and
Susan Earl wrote the book.
*

Even though Welcome
was not mobile, he over
came some of his hardships
and made a change in the
way people with his disease
and other ailments could
receive health care.
I hope that through this
letter others may find it
helpful and important to
read this book and listen to
the lectures that Kohler and
Earl will give. They may be
life-altering for someone
who has yet to have an ex
perience like this.
Through this book and
lecture, it was possible for
me to become informed as
to how Welcome changed

the distribution of health
care in Savannah. With this
change, a number of people
have lived long, healthy
lives.
I appreciate the time the
readers have taken to read
this letter, and I hope that
they find it informative and
beneficial.
Julianna Powell
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Week of September 23,2010

Sept. 24: Volleyball at Montevallo at 8 p.m.

SPORTS

Men and Women's Tennis ITA Southeast Regional in Sumter,
S.C.
Sept. £5: Soccer at GA Southwestern at 5 p.m.
Volleyball at Augusta State at 2 p.m.
Men's Cross-country vs. Citadel at the Cross-Country Invita
tional
Men and Women's Tennis ITA Southeast Regional in Sumter,
S.C.

Sept. 26: Men and Women's Tennis ITA Southeast Regional in
Sumter, S.C.

Sept. 27: Men's Golf vs. Flagler College at the Men's Invitational

Men and Women's Tennis ITA Southeast Regional in
Sumter, S.C.
Sept. 28: Men's Golf vs. Flagler College at the Men's Invitational
Sept 29: Soccer vs. USC Aiken at 5 p.m.
Volleyball at Flagler at 7 p.m.

Rec Center sponsors Tybee bike ride
By Deja Adams

Students who enjoy rid
ing bikes, feeling the ocean
breeze and getting to know
new people are in luck. The
Student Recreation Center
is sponsoring a Tybee Island
bike ride for students, fac
ulty and staff. The ride will
take place Saturday, Oct. 2,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"It's a fun activity to offer
students," said Megan Feasel, AASU's Assistant Direc
tor for Fitness and Wellness.
"It's nice for students to get
off campus, exercise and
have fun, and meet new peo
ple while outdoors. It's like a
social gathering."
AASU st udent David Pat
terson also appreciates the
sense of unity the Recreation
Center's programs provide

for students.
"The staff at the rec center
make it a great place to work
out, and there are so many
extra classes and programs
for everyone to be involved
in," he said.
AASU student Diane Dow
agrees. "I think it's great
that we have these kinds of
activities available to us,"
she said.
Registration for the Tybee
Bike Ride is open until Sept.
28. Students should regis
ter at the> front desk of the
Recreation Center. The fee
for the event is $10 and cov
ers transportation and bike
rental. Only Pirate Cash will
be accepted and bikes will
be provided by Tim's Beach
Gear.
The fee is waived if stu
dents provide their own

transportation and bike;
however, registration is still
required. There is no limit to
how many people can regis
ter for the ride.
Students shuttling from
campus should plan'to meet
in front of the Recreation
Center at 10 a.m. Those stu
dents who are meeting the
group at Tybee should as
semble at the Tybee Island
Pier and Pavilion at 10:45
a.m.
"It's a really popular event
that we do both spring and
fall semester," Feasel said.
The event is also a way to
promote a healthy lifestyle
and encourage students to
exercise.
"It's important to show
that you can exercise and
have fun," Feasel said.
If bad weather is in the

forecast for Oct.
2, the bike ride
will be postponed
until the follow
ing weekend. It is
important for stu
dents to register
so that they can be
contacted in the
event that the ride
is rescheduled.
1
Comfortable
clothes and shoes
should be worn for
the bike ride. In the
past, students have
worn flip-flops and
bathing suits and
brought extra sets
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of clothes, as they T°P: AASU students ride bikes on Tybee Island. Left: AASU s tudents participate in. las t
have the 'oDOortu sernesters Tybee Bike Ride o n March 6 , 2010. Right: A st udent poses while riding in last
. PP
semester's bike ride,

mty to swim.
The bike ride covers six
miles on the beach, but students are free to continue

riding off the beach and
around Tybee. The Recreation Center will provide

The
Office
of
Advancement
welcomes
many new sponsors this
year as well as many
returning ones.
"It's really important for
our campus community to
make a good showing at our
first event because many of
the sponsors are new," said
Director of Advancement
Gail Rountree.
Rountree hopes for a large
turnout that expresses the
student appreciation for all
that the sponsors do.
Monica
Rausch,
an
English professor at AASU,

has already submitted her
registration.
"I'm participating to
show my support for our
students," she said. "With
the rising cost of tuition,
scholarships like the ones
supported by this run are
important in
ensuring
access to higher education
to all those who want it.
Plus, running through the
squares sounds like a lot of
fun."
Not only will there be
downtown
scenery
to
surround the runners, but
caterers will serve water

beverages and light snacks.

Pirates run to celebrate 75 years
AASU host Pirates on the run 5k downtown
By Brittany Reddy

Seventy-five years ago, a
mansion on the corner of
Gaston and Bull Streets in
downtown Savannah was
donated to the state by the
family of George Ferguson
Armstrong. This mansion
became the two-year city
college known as Armstrong
Junior College.
It only stands to reason
that the Pirates on the Run
5K will commence and end
in front of that very same
historic building. Pirates
on the Run will be held on
Saturday, Sept. 25, at 8
a.m.
Suzanne Ansley,
the
Annual Fund Coordinator
for AASU's Office of
Advancement, is excited
about the 5K run. She
encourages everyone to
attend, including those
with children. Pets are also
allowed, provided that they
are on a leash. Ansley said
she has high hopes that
there will be at least 200
participants involved in the
race.
"For the 5K event, I set
the registration fee lower

to appeal to and attract
students in hopes they
would be encouraged to
participate," Ansley said.
She also said the fee is
much lower than the usual
going rate for events such
as this in the downtown
area.
Registration is $22. All
proceeds go to support
the Office of Recruiting
and Student Scholarship
and supply scholarships to
students of merit who wish
to attend AASU.
The administration chose
AASU Athletic Director,
Andrew Carter, to serve as
the inaugural chairman for
the race. He said he looks
forward to the.event as well

as its benefits for AASU.
"The 5K run was born out
of searching for an event
that would aid in raising
funds for gifted students to
attend Armstrong," Carter
said. "Our
admissions
recruiters need these tools
to
attract
high-caliber
students to our growing
and dynamic campus."
"The Athletic Department
is always looking for ways to
contribute to the university,
and when approached to
take a leadership role in
this event, I jumped at
the opportunity," he said.
"This is Something that will
make a huge difference in
the University's student
recruitment efforts."

Photo ( urtesy of Ellen M. Banner/ MCT

and healthy foods such as
fruit and bagels at the finish
line.
There will also be a special
treat for everyone's sweet
tooth. Leopold's Ice Cream,
a long time supporter of
AASU, has created a new
flavor
specifically
for
AASU's 75th birthday called
Pirate's Treasure, which
they will be serving to all
of the runners at the finish
line.

To register, fill out a brochure in the Office of Advancement in Burnett Hall or
contact Suzanne Ansley at Suzanne.Ansley@armstrong.edu or at 912-344-2870.
There will also be a chance to egister
r
beginning at 7 a.m. the day of the race.

Golf stay strong, cross-country stays alive
Story courtesy of
Sports Communications

Women's golf
The AASU women's golf
team shot a final-round
330 on Sept. 21 to finish
tied for fourth at the Eat A
Peach Collegiate, hosted by
Mercer University, at the
Oak View Country Club in
Macon.
The Lady Pirates totaled
654 over two rounds on
the par-72, 5,930-yard
course and finished tied
for fourth out of 11 teams.
Host Mercer fired a 300 on
Tuesday, totaling 594 for
the two days to capture the
team title by 26 strokes over
Shorter (618). Flagler (626)
finished third, followed
by the Lady Pirates and
Columbus State (654).
Sophomore Kelly Pearce
shot a five-over-par 77
to finish in ninth place
individually with a twoday 155 total. Freshman
Rebecca Goldman shot a
second-day 84 to finish tied
for 27th individually with a

165 total. Junior Kim Knox (857). First-round leader
also shot a second-day 84 Columbus State
(867)
and finished tied for 32nd finished third, followed by
with a two-day 167 total.
Newberry (872) and Lander
Sophomore Jenny Payne (873).
shot an 85 on Sept. 21to also
Senior Ridge Purcell
finish tied for 32nd with a carded a final-round 71 to
two-day 167 total. Senior finish tied for fourth with a
Carrie George rounded out 212 total, six strokes off the
AASU's scoring after a 91 lead. Purcell earned Allon Tuesday to finish in 45th Tournament Honors with
place with a 180 total.
his finish.
The lady Pirates break
Junior Matt Motes also
for nearly a month before earned a Top 10 finish,
returning to action on Oct. tying for ninth individually
18-19 at the Charleston with a 214 total after his
Southern
Wendy's final-round 75.
Invitational at Coosaw
Freshman
Travis
Creek Country Club in Williamson carded a 73 on
Charleston, S.C.
Sept. 21 tq finish tied for
19th individually with a 221
Men's golf
total, while senior Parker
Gordon shot a final-round
The AASU men's golf 75 to tie for 26th with a 223
team fired a final-round total.
290 to finish second at the
Sophomore
Tyler
2010 Clayton State Laker Erickson fired a one-underInvitational on Sept. 21 par 71 on Tuesday to tie
at Crystal Lakes Golf and for 30th with a 224 total,
Country Club.
rounding out AASU's team
The Pirates finished the scoring.
two-day tournament with
Playing as an individual,
an 866 total, nine strokes sophomore Jacob Tilton
behind North Alabama shot a 78 to finish tied for

30th with a 224 total.
AASU returns to action
at the Flagler College Fall
Invitational Sept. 27-28 in
St. Augustine, Fla.
Men's cross-country
The AASU men's cross
country team finished
ninth out of 13 teams at the
9th Mercer RunFit Sports
Invitational on Sept. 18 in
the first meet of t he season
for the Pirates.
The 8K meet saw the

Pirates accumulate 335
points in the 13-team
standings.
Host Mercer captured
the meet with 15 points,
followed by GCSU (53),
Darton
College
(78),
Montevallo (156) and Young
Harris (170) rounding out
the top five.
Eric Van Deventer led
the Pirates with a time of
32:18.2, good for 51st place
among the team scorers.
David Prussia finished
63rd with a time df 33:48.3,

while Scott Lawson finished
69th with a time of 34:22.8.
Ryan Kozusko finished
74th with a time of 35:26.0
and Adam Doyle rounded
out AASU's scoring in the
meet, finishing 78th with a
time of 36:34.4.
The Pirates will compete
next on Saturday, Sept. 25
at the Citadel Cross Country
Invitational in Charleston,
S.C.

Do you love sports?
Then cover them for

THE INKWELL

Baseball, Softball, basketball and - oh yeah - the 2008-2009
Division II tennis national champions are all proof that sports are
alive and well at AASU. Get close to the players and the action

E-mail sports.inkwell@gmail.com to find out how.
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Lone returner David Prussia gears up for
second cross-country season
By Chip Dudley

was excited when I heard we
had enough guys who wanted
The men's cross-country to run."
team has all-new faces this
Reinstated last fall, the
semester with only one ex men's cross-country team of
ception - sophomore David 10 has nine new runners and
Prussia. Prussia is a gradu a new head coach, Alan Segal.
ate of Bible Baptist School in Many of the new members
Savannah and a former mem ran in high school, but there
ber of th e school's basketball is a big difference in the high
team. He was recognized school's regulation three-mile
on and off the court for his cross-country distance and
achievements and received the collegiate regulation fivean Award of Excellence from mile distance.
the Savannah Morning News
Although practice did not
upon graduation for being one begin until the first day of
of 61 extraordinary seniors in class, Segal did all he could
the Savannah area.
with the time he had to pre
Prussia ran on his own time pare the Pirates for a better
throughout high school and season.
was ecstatic to compete at the
As the Mercer RunFit Invi
collegiate level as an AASU tational, the first meet of the
freshman cross-country run season, quickly approached
ner last fall. As he returned on Sept. 18, Prussia was more
to AASU for his second year, confident in his preparation
Prussia worried that he would for this season in comparison
not be able to compete again. to last.
"I was worried if we were
"Last year we were told
even going to have a team be when we had a meet and
cause I knew all of the guys were running on our own to
from last year weren't going get ready," he said. "The big
to be here," he said. "But I gest difference this year is

that we're much
more organized
and practice as a
group, instead of
running on our
own."
Prussia hoped
for team practice
to begin sometime
during the sum
mer but still has
confidence in the
new coach's or
ganizational plan
and his new team.
Prussia firmly
believes that this
season will prove
to be much bet
ter for the men's
cross-country
team than the
last. When asked
if he thought they Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
would do better David P russia enters his second season running for the
this year in com men's cross country team.
parison to last, he
quickly smiled and firmly said to find that, though he sees
yes.
new faces as he looks around
This lone returner comes at practice, he isn't alone at
back as a sophomore with all. Prussia has good expecta
collegiate athletic experience tions for his new teammates

Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

Compiled by Brittany Hodges

AASU Sports Trivia
1. How did the Pirates finish up at the 2010 AASU Pi
rate Volleyball Classic?
2. Did the Pirates advance to the NCAA Tournament
in 2009?
3. How many seniors are on the 2010-11 Pirates vol
leyball team?
4. When was coach Will Condon's debut season with
the Pirates?
5. How many years has Gwendolyn Clarke been a
member of the PBC Presidential Honor Roll?
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

and better expectations of the
scheduled practices Segal im
plemented this season.
Prussia intends to stay at
AASU an d continue his aca
demic path in pre-med and
as a member of the cross
country team. AASU can only
expect more good things in
the future from this athlete,
whether academics, athleti
cism or being the familiar face
the cross-country team can
surely depend on.

Asher Noria brings double trouble to AASU

On the horizon
Volleyball
Sept. 24

at Montevallo
Sept. 25

at Augusta State
Sept. 29

By Katie R. Balcom

"It is an adrenaline rush
every time I smash the two
clay targets," said Asher
Noria.
Noria was named a mem
ber of the 36-man shoot
ing squad for the Oct. 3-14
Commonwealth Games in
New Delhi, India. The de
cision came on Aug. 31 by
the National Rifle Associa
tion of India. Noria is a Ju
nior World Champion and
a world record holder in
double trap shooting.
Double trap shooting
is when two disks, called
traps,
simultaneously
launch into the air, and
the marksman must shoot
down both targets. The
shooter moves through five
adjacent stations, shooting
at one pair of targets. The
shooter has the option of
where and when he mounts
his gun, although he may
have it in position before
he calls for the trap. The
traps are voice-activated.
They release on the shoot
er's call.
Noria was unable to be
in India for the announce
ment because he was at
AASU where he is a stu
dent. Noria is a freshman
and a member of the NU
pledge class of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
"In a sense, when I am
here, I like to be here," No
ria said. "It is a different
experience when I come
here. It is nice."
Noria came to AASU
purely for the Georgia Tech
program, which is a link be
tween AASU and the Geor
gia Institute of Technology.
Noria plans to attend Geor
gia Tech next year to pursue
a degree in engineering.
Noria's journey to the
upcoming Commonwealth

game was not easy. The list
for potential team members
was created three years
ago.
Noria had an original
spot on the squad. Since he
was unable to attend due to
his high school finals, he
was bumped off the squad,
as he did not have a place
score. After he completed
his finals, he was selected
for the Junior World Cup,
which he won in 2009. He
was the first person ever
to win the World Cup two
years consecutively.
Ronjan Sodhi, Asher's
mentor, gave him some
words of encouragement
during a rough spot be
tween his first and second
World Cup. "Never fall
back on your previous ac
complishments,
always
push to do better," he said.
These words stuck with No
ria as he claimed his second
World Cup victory.
"I know how it feels to
lose on the last target as
well as win on the last tar
get," Noria said.
He hit his last targets to
tie, and then proceeded to
win the shoot-off and claim
the gold for his second time
consecutively at the Junior
World Cup.
His spot on the India
squad for the Common
wealth Games looked bet
ter after his win at the
2009 World Cup. Noria's
favorite event was the re
cent 50th Shooting World
Championship in Munich,
Germany, during August.
He took home the gold and
set the world record score
146/150.
After his win in Munich,
Noria was back in Hydera
bad, India, to pack and
make his way to AASU.
Noria has seen many
wins in his eight years as
a shooter, but he has also

lepUS a t
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Clayton State

Soccer:
Sept. 25

atGA Southwestern
Sept. 29

vs. use Aiken

Tennis
Sept. 24-27

at ITA Southeast Regional

Men's Golf
Sept. 27-28
Photos courtesy of Asher Noria
Top: Asher Noria is the only shooter in t he world to win the double trap event twice in t he International Shooting
Junior World Cup. Bottom: Noria at the opening ceremony of the Common Wealth Games.

seen his fair share of disap
pointments.
"To be able to suppress
the nervousness and just
focus on your goal is some
thing really challenging," he
said. "Shooting is a mental
sport. You n eed to be there
the whole time. Otherwise,
it will just slip by you."
"To stand up on the po
dium and look at my flag
on top of the others and to

hear my national anthem
- it doesn't get better than
that," he said. "After a hard
competition and you get to
see that all the effort for so
many years was worthwhile
- makes it all worth it."
Noria has left the U.S. for
the Commonwealth Games.
He will be competing Oct.
6-7 in the double trap cate
gory of the Commonwealth
Games. He is excited about

Volleyball:

Men's Cross Country:

Golf:

Sept. 17 vs. Lander W 3-0

Sept 18. at Mercer RunFit
Invitational, ninth place

Women's Golf:
Sept. 20 & 21 at Mercer Eat a
Peach Collegiate at Macon's
Oak View Country Club, fourth
place.
Men's Golf:
Sept. 20 & 21 at Clayton State
Laker Invitational, second
place

Weekly Sports Recap
'
By Brittany'
Hodges
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@ginail.com

at Flagler

Sept. 18 vs. USC Aiken L

the location, as he has shot
many events before in New
Delhi.
"It is like I have home
field advantage," he said.
"I will be there on the 24
practicing."

vs. Flagler College Men's
Invitational

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1. The Pirates finished with two wins and two losses.
2. Yes.
3. Two seniors are on the team: Brendyce Budd and
Gwendolyn Clarke.
4. Coach Will Condon's debut season with the Pirates
was in 2008.
*

5. Gwendolyn Clarke has been on the Presidential
Honor Roll for three years: 2006, 2007 and 2008.
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Sept. 24: SGA and the Office of Multicultural Affairs present "Diverse Thursday: The Reason Why We
Step," including a performance by Step Afrika at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

ARTS

&

Sept. 25: SGA presents "Final Friday" with a performance by 61SYX TEKNIQUE at 8:30 p.m. in the
Student Union.

ENTERTAINMENT

Sept. 28: Salsa lessons will be held at 4 p.m. in the Student Recreational Center group exercise room.
No previous experience is required.

Gamer's Guild increases visibility
By Philip Townley

Since the basic war games
of Sumer over 4,000 years
ago, games have helped peo
ple journey from reality to a
world of imagination. Such
a world can be an inviting
atmosphere for college stu
dents.
Students can use an escape
from the nearly constant de
mands of college work. Yet
as much as gaming can pro
vide the necessary relaxing
environment, only a small
number of AASU students
take advantage of the gam
ing club on campus.
In previous years, . the
AASU Gamers Guild, previ
ously called the Sci-Fi/Fantasy Club, failed to maintain
sufficient membership lev
els.
This semester, members of
the club plan to change the
club's tone to increase both

own Facebook page.
Previously, the AASU SciFi Club listed events on a
more limited website. Now,
via Facebook, events can be
added and updated to keep
students informed of the
group's activities.
pPPI
Guild member Victoria
MR !
gSuf
Townley likes the idea.
Ml
"It is so much easier to
^i>1
use," she said. "Facebook is
what everyone uses, so now
the Guild can more easily so
cialize and get in contact."
Ian Roy, Head of t he New
Escalation League for the
A
Gamer's Guild, is already
Photos by Philip Townley
taking advantage of the
Left: Guild member Nick Logie prepares to roll t he dice to confirm his hit against Ore while Guild president Dylan Coffey answers a phone call.
group's
debut on the social
Right: These game pieces are Khorne Berzerkers, one of the forces of the Chaos Space Marines in "Warhammer 40,000."
network.
visibility and membership. home-brew," he said. "It is for game play.
tioned public play event is
"I'll be there to lay down
Gamer's Guild president time for change."
"This means that now, just held in Gamble Hall, room the basics of ho w an escala
Dylan Coffey s aid he wants
Coffey's work has already fpr playing games like 'Dun 205.
tion league is run," he said.
students to know the gaming brought changes to AASU's geons and Dragons' or 'Star
"If attendance jumps, we'll "Also, I'll be throwing out
culture is thriving at AASU.
gaming scene.
Wars,' that players and dun gladly run more games," Cof ideas on how we can fine"For too long have we just
The Role-Playing Gamer's geon masters can get free fey said.
tune our league to fit the
let the games that should Association now recognizes stuff," Coffey said.
To boost visibility, the needs and wants of t he par
be happening on campus go campus as a sanctioned area
Every Tuesday, a sanc Gamer's Guild now has its ticipants."
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Jazz fest wraps this weekend
AASU professor, co-founder plays saxophone
By Ben Clough

As the end of the Sep
tember draws near, mu
sic lovers can find an am
ple amount of fun at the
Savannah Jazz Festival.
From Sept. 23 to Sept.
26, the 29th annual jazz
festival will showcase ex
ceptional musicians from
around the world.
Even broke college stu
dents can attend all the
events free of charge.
When the Savannah
Jazz festival started out,
it didn't really have a
permanent home. Ev
ery year, the festival
jumped around all over
downtown. But the past
few years, the festival
has been able to rely on
Forsyth Park to host the

weekend portion of the
event.
Three jazz lovers, Ted
dy Adams, Ben Tucker
and Randal Reese, start
ed the festival.
The trio came up with
the idea while teaching a
jazz appreciation class at
Savannah State Univer
sity in 1982. Ever since,
they have continued to
play a hands-on role in
the production of the
festival.
During the festival, Ad
ams will play the trom
bone, and Reese will play
the saxophone with the
Savannah Jazz Orchestra.
Another local group,
the Coastal Jazz,
: All-stars
will be performing over
the weekend.
A professor, Reese

teaches a jazz ensemble
class at AASU. He has
been performing in the
festival for 25 years and
has been noted for his
mastery of the saxo
phone.
"We wanted to start a
small scale, low budget
event that could bring in
talented musicians to the
lineup," Reese said. "We
really luck out every year
by having a great collec
tion "of musicians from
all around, including lo
cal groups. It is all about
the pureness of the mu
sic."
People of all ages,
whatever their financial
standing, can expect a
city teemmtg with the
smooth melodies and
raucous adventure of
jazz.

Photo courtesy of MCT/San Jose Mercury News
Daymond Gascon's color illustration of a jazzy saxophone player.

AASU celebrates Latino Heritage Week
By Brittany Redding

Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership at Armstrong
celebrates Latino Heri
tage Mpnth with a week of
events. HOLA is an organi
zation that provides enroll
ment services, academic
support, leadership devel
opment and cultural activi
ties for all students. They
will be hosting Latino Heri
tage Week from Sept. 27 to
Oct. 1.
Sophomore Andrea Huisa
helped plan the upcoming
events because HOLA di
rector Melody Rodriguez is
on maternity leave.
Huisa said she met most
of the friends she has at
AASU through HOLA.
"The HOLA program gives
Latino students a smaller

environment for them to
start out with," she said.
HOLA president Jesus
Arroyo said there are many
benefits to participating in
the program.
"You get to meet other
Latinos who are trying to
further their education, and
we can support each other,"
he said. "I believe that we
make a connection, and you
feel more welcome when
you participate."
Caffebrand Vallentio will
kick off the weekend with a
live performance. The Co
lombian musicians will per
form at the Student Union
Residential Plaza from
noon to 1:30 p.m. on Mon
day, Sept. 27.
The leaders of HOLA ex
pect the music to encourage
dancing. They will serve

light refreshments in antici
pation of impending thirst.
To continue the tradition
of Latino dancing, HOLA
will hold Latin dance les
sons on Tuesday, Sept. 28
and Thursday, Sept. 30
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. They
will hold these lessons,
exclusively for AASU stu
dents, faculty and staff, at
the Student Recreational
Center.
HOLA will also show a
foreign film on Sept. 28 at
7 p.m. in the Ogeechee The
ater.
"The Secret in their Eyes,"
directed by Juan Jose Campanella, is an Academy
Award-winning film about a
retired court employee who
ventures to write a book
about a rape and murder
case he thinks was never

accurately solved. He then
becomes obsessed with dis
covering the true culprit.
This screening is open to
the public. HOLA will serve
popcorn and drinks to par
ticipants.
Arroyo and HOLA vice
president Cindy Piedra
both said that "Fiesta Day:
A Fashion Show Affair" is
the event they most look
forward to.
HOLA will hold Fiesta
Day Sept. 29 from 11:45
a.m. to 1:15 p.m. Latino
students from AASU will
exhibit the cultural ward
robes of Caribbean, Central
and South American coun
tries in a runway-style show
with the accompaniment of
live music from La Familia
Montano, a Bolivian An
dean ensemble. There will

also be samplings of foods
that are popular in Latin
American countries.
"Each culture and coun
try has its distinct charac
teristics that set them apart
from the others, and the
fashion show will depict
that," said Piedra.
"It gives students a more
worldwide view and gives
them a taste of w hat differ
ent cultures are like. We are
showing AASU how diverse
it really is."
• That same night, the
Campus Union Board will
be hosting a performance
by Vicci Martinez, a singersongwriter who opened for
Sting and Annie Lennox.
The concert will be held at
the Ogeechee Theater at 7
p.m.
A Latino-inspired break

fast will be served in the
Student Union lobby from 8
a.m. to 10 a.m. on Sept. 30.
The breakfast is hosted by
HOLA in conjunction with
Phi Iota Alpha, and Sisters
Inspired to Achieve, AA
SU'S Latino fraternity and
sorority. The breakfast will
include Mexican hot choco
late and a variety of baked
goods inspired by cuisine
from Colombia, Mexico, Ar
gentina and Cuba.
There will be an educa
tional workshop,sponsored
by the City of Savannah, for
area schools at 10:30 a.m.
on Oct. 1. The week will end
with "Carnival D'Brazil," a
concert featuring different
varieties of Latino music
and dance in the Fine Arts
Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Book trumps 'Eat Pray Love' adaptation
pieces of the story you read
aren't always included on the
Lately, many great books big screen.
"Eat Pray Love" is a story of
have been turned into movies.
Some are fantastic and others a woman - trying to find her
self amidst the daily struggles
are, well, rather awful.
The film adaptation of Eliza of the typical modern woman
beth Gilbert's novel "Eat, Pray, - embarking on an adventure
Love: One Woman's Search for that gaveher a senseof belong
Everything Across Italy, India ing.
and Indonesia" has beencalled
Liz, the main character, is
played by Julia Roberts. Rob
both.
Even though the book is 10 erts does not successfully por
times better than the movie, tray the real life Elizabeth, but
viewers can still enjoy "Eat Pray seems to put forth a good at
Love" and follow along with the tempt.
The movie spends too much
main character's journey into
India, Italy and Indonesia.
time focusing on Liz's life in
In order to enjoyit, you have New York and dealing with her
to remember that bits and divorce.
By Emily Rice

By the time she wasabout to
hop on the plane to embark on
her journey, I was more than
ready for her to get out of the
depressing state of New York.
From this point forward, the
movie s tarts to finally ma tch
up with the book.
The scenery, food and people
were all very enjoyable to watch
and made me want to embark
on thesame journeyas Liz. The
places she visited were fantas
tic and the hunks in the movie
were delicious eye candy.
The movie is split into three
segments: "Eat," "Pray" and
"Love."
The "Eat"section takes place
in Italy, where Liz learns to en

joy pleasures in life, involving
good food. The "Pray" section
takes place in India and the
"Love" section takes place in
Bali, where Liz falls in love.
Overall, the movie really is
enjoyable, if you don't think
about it representing the book.
If you go to the movie ex
pecting an exact replication of
the book, then you will most
likely be let down. If you keep
Photo courtesy of Kristopher Skinner/MCT
an open mind, it will be a good
Prawn Sambal is a dish featured in Elizabeth Gilbert's memoir "Eat Pray Love."
film to sit through, minus its
lengthy run-time.
•• •
I enjoyed it and recommend
Rated 3 out of5 stars
James Franco, and Richard
it to people with open minds
A Sony Pictures Entertain- Jenkins,
who aren't expecting the book ment production
Rated PG-13 for brief strong
and the movie to sync up.
Directed by Ryan Murphy
language, some strong lanStarring Julia Roberts, guage, and rear male nudity.
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^e^ra^e'Reach' release

a'° 'nsta"ment nets financial success
Byi!I?chor
By Mike Choromanski
Layout Editor

and other electronic retail
ers such as Wal-Mart and
Best Buy capitalized on
why
gamers' collective zeal by
holding midnight launch
celebrations at locations
s s™PleThe nigh,™" around the country.
GameStop did not offi
tore, gamers of all ages and
cially
start their parties un
backgrounds gathered at
til
10 p.m., but there was no
various electronic retain
ers throughout Savan^ lack of enthusiasm among
gamers who showed up ear
o celebrate the midnight
ly to socialize, have fun and
"Halo °H Blmgie's Anal take the pride of being first
in line.
Reach.
^
One of the first people to
''Reach" takes place in a
show at the GameStop on
science fiction world where
Ogeechee Road was AASU
humanity is engaged in an
student and soon-to-be Ma
epic war against an alien
jor League Gaming member
alliance. The planet Reach Sean Brown.
is humanity's greatest mili
"I've been waiting for
tary stronghold, the-fall of
'Reach' forever - ever since
which set the scene for the
I was in Iraq when I saw the
original "Halo" trilogy
videos," Brown said.
Ever since the game was
Tyler Schumacher, 19,
first revealed at the Elec anxiously waited for an
tronic Entertainment Expo opportunity to delve into
on June 5, 2009, gamers "Reach."
and "Halo" fans have been
"I'm going straight to the
eagerly awaiting the mo campaign,"
Schumacher
ment when they could place said. "I've been waiting for
the Reach disc inside their 'Halo: Reach' since I first
Xbox 360s.
saw the 'Halo' in the first
"We want this game to game, you didn't know what
be like the final send off 'Reach' was. It was very
to our fans," said Marcus mysterious."
Lehto, Creative Director of
The people standing out
Reach
in an interview side represented a wide va
with The Seattle Times.
riety of gamers. Some were
Specialist retailers like younger, some were older,
GameStop an£ EB Games, some were pros, some were

^

1ayout.inkweU@

gmailcom

Gamers try out "Halo: Reach" at a launch party at Best Buy on Abercorn Sreet Sept. 14.

novices, some were war
veterans and some were
parents who brought their
children with them.
The adjacent Subway even
offered 15 percent off to all
the fans waiting outside.
Jimmy Colon, a fine arts
major at AASU, showed up,
but not to buy the game he just wanted to have fun.
"This launch event is
torture for me because my
Xbox is broken right now,"
he said. "I'm just here with
friends."
At 10 p.m., GameStop's
doors finally opened and
the mob of "Halo" fans be
gan forming a line long

enough to make the Ama- •
zon River seem tiny:
Customers had the op
tion to purchase the regu
lar game for $59.99, the
limited edition for $79.99
or the legendary edition for
$149.99, which included a
10-inch tall 'Spartan' sculp
ture.
At 11:59 p.m., customers'
counted down to the mo
ment when they could buy
the game.
Finally, at 12 a.m. Tues
day, eager gamers were fi
nally able to get their hands
on copies of "Reach."
According to the Wall
Street Journal Digital Net

shop

I

Photo by Hank Sharpe

work, "Reach" netted $200
million on its first day more than any other major
entertainment release so
far this year.
Considering early posi
tive user reviews, the hype
surrounding "Reach" is well
deserved. With a touching
story filled with all the ro
mantic fatalism of a Norse
myth and the seemingly
infinite multiplayer and
map edition capabilities,
"Reach" could quite pos
sibly keep any gamer busy
until the end of time. <

Co-lab hosts all-ages shows
By Alex Sheridan

Walk one block north of the
Starfish Cafe on East Broad
Street and you'll find the CoLaboratory, an all-ages music
venue.
Originally, Savannah Col
lege of Art and Design stu
dents Minna Betancourt and
Alex Farkas-Worthy wanted
to have a place where people
could showcase their art.
They got together with SCAD
colleague Clayton Walsh and
decided to rent out a small
room. The area was previously
used as a studio set for SCAD
films and photo shoots.
Starting Sept. 30, The CoLab will host Jam-o-Rama.
Local band Hot Breath came
up with the idea of a collab
orative music night where
the general public can walk in
and jam with the band. Har
monicas, bongos and bells are
a few instruments that will be
provided. Jam-o-Rama will
be held the last Thursday of
every month.
On Jan. 8, the Co-Lab
opened with an array of art
work. An electronic typewrit
er was set up on the left side
of the room so people could
type suggestions about how to
improve the Co-Lab.

Photo courtesy of Co-Laboratory

The faces of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and Kim Jon g II fro m the paper mache
event held in April at the Co-Lab.

Betancourt said when CoThe Co-Lab recently opened
Lab began offering refresh the Co-Lab studio, offering
ments, people would head 800 square feet of space to
straight for the food, ignoring artists who want a place to
the art.
explore their creative initia
To stifle this problem tem tives.
porarily, Betancourt, FarkasBetancourt said the place
Worthy and Walsh designed used to be a barbershop that
a maze that anyone who en wept out of business. The
tered had to navigate through . Co-Lab currently offers an
before procuring refresh art show at the end of every
month and shows short films
ments.

ioesn't want an easy
luck, director of teen
"Fired Up" posed this
in "Easy A," which
ers Sept. 17- Viewers
ed to a hilarious teen
11a centered on what
when little white lies
of control.
m's premise and title
d to Nathaniel Hawwell-known novel,
school, one's repums to have insurimportance. Once
a label emblazoned
your peers, it's very
dicate that image.
;mma Stone) faces
ma when she con[se tal e of a fantasy
to escape spending
her friend Rhian-

non's (Alyson
Machalka)
unique family.
When the high-school dogooder Marianne (Amanda
Bynes) overhears the steamy
tie, she doesn't bat an eyelid
before getting the chance to
stab Olive in the back.
Marianne promptly spreads
the word about Olive's indis
cretions and paints the picture
of her schoolmate as a slut.
Like any good, juicy rumor,
it spreads like wildfire and
changes with each telling like
sordid game of telephone.
This is only the beginning,
though. Olive tries totake it all
in stride deciding that - since
her reputation is falling to piec
es -she might as well try to do
something constructive.
The lies start building up un
til they collapse, and everyone
sticks a red-hot letter A on Ol
ive as the officialschool slut.
After this, it becomes quite
the endeavor for Olive to scrub
her reputation clean.

once a month.
It wasn't long before a
band contacted Betancourt.
Though the Co-Lab wasn't
originally intended to host
concerts, Betancourt agreed
to let the band play. After the
first show in March, multiple
bands began to contact her.
Genres such as folk, indie,
metal, punk, electronica, rock
and rap are commonly fea
tured at the Co-Lab.
Before bands play, they are
invited to paint murals on the
back wall.
Betancourt said there are at
least 12 layers of paint on the
back wall. In April, there was
an event that showcased pa
per mache art. One of Savan
nah's local artists, Phil Musen,
made the entire "Last Supper"
scene out of paper mache.
A putt-putt golf mini course
was set up featuring three
comical paper mache heads.
One was modeled in the like
ness of Osama bin Laden, one
as Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
and another as Kim Jong II.
The goal was to hit golf balls
into the mouths of these three
heads.
On May 28, a fundraiser
called "Man-ipulated" was
put on. It was an art show
designed to raise money for

the National Wildlife Federa
tion in order to help animals
injured by the'BP oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico. Betan
court said a total of $66 was
donated.
Last month, the Co-Lab
sponsored "Nerd Alert." Itwas
an event created specifically
for people interested in video
games, comic books, movies
and crossword puzzles.
A headless mannequin was
dressed up as Wonder Wom
an as a tribute to comic fans.
Three televisions were set up
with a Nintendo Entertain
ment system, a Nintendo 64
and an Xbox. The original
"Duck Hunt" game was set
up. A wooden chess set was
laid out for anyone wanting
to duke it out on a black and
white battlefield.
The Co-Lab always tries to
bring an out-of-town band in
to help local artists get more
exposure than normal. Amanamun hails from Athens, the
same town as alternative rock
band R.E.M.
On Sept. 24 the Co-Lab
will b e hosting bands Amanamun, Hot Breath and Cuss
es.
"If we bring Cusses in here,
'guaranteed full house," Be
tancourt said.

"Easy A" was hilarious and
witty -1 loved it.
Although it covered the life
of a high school student, even
college students can relate to
the movie.
The film depicts real life by
pointing out the importance we
place on our reputations. It also
shows how fast the wheels of a
rumor can just keep on spin
ning until the truth becomes
impossible to decipher. It also
drove home the point that ru
mors are dangerous and can
quickly ruin someone's life.
This movie will have you
laughing in tears and recalling
all the ridiculous rumors you
have ever heard.

••••
4 out of 5 stars
A Sony Pictures production
Directed by Will Gluck
Rated PG-13 for teen sexu
ality, language and drug mate
rial.

On Thursday, Sept. 23, the
eclectic Florida band Rabbit
will perform at 8 p.m. at the
Sentient Bean at 13 E. Park Ave.
The suggested donation for this
event is $5.
Also Thursday, the Benjy Davis
Project and Ingrim Hill bring
their soulful rock sounds to Live
Wire Music Hall at 307 W. River
St. Tickets are $10.
On Saturday, Sept. 25, Hot
Pink Interior and Mass Plastic
will perform at the Jinx at 127
W. Congress St. at 11 p.m. Cover
to be announced.
' Nick Barrero and Caffeband
Vallenato will perform at
Rancho Alegre at 403 Martin
Luther King Jr. Blvd, on
Saturday at 10:30 p.m. The
event is free and open to the
public.
On Monday, Sept. 27,
psychobilly band Sa wyer
Family will perform at the
Wormholeat2307 Bull St.
The suggested donation for
this event is $2. Time to be
announced.
On Wednesday, Sept. 29, blues
legend B.B. King will perform
at the Johny Mercer Theatre at
7:30 p.m. Tickets start at $45.

And Movies

'Easy A' makes the grade
By Robin Diggs
Staff Reporter

Weekend Music

On Wednesday, Sept. 29, the
Lucas Theater at 32 Abercorn
St. presents a screening of the
German film "Die Abenteur
Des Prinzen Achmed." Director
Lotte Reiniger tells the story
of Prince Achmen's adven
tures on a magical flying
horse. Tickets are $5 with a
student I.D.
On Friday, Sept. 24,"Wall
Street: Money Never Sleeps"
hits theaters. Directed by
Oliver Stone, the film follows
Jake Moore (Shia LeBeouf),
who is the fiance of Gordon
Gekko (Michael Douglas)'s
daughter. When Gekko
decides to mentor Moore,
the young broker faces an
internal conflict between his
integrity and getting ahead in
the financial game.

On the Town
From Thursday, Sept. 23
to Saturday, Sept. 25, the
Bulloch-Maxwell Theatre
presents "Southern Fried
Chekhov" at Muse Arts
Warehouse on Louisville Road.
The event features a stage
performance of two works by
Anton Chekhov. Shows begin
at 8 p.m.Tickets are $10 for
students.
On Sunday, Sept. 26, the
Muse Arts Warehouse will host
"Vinyl Appreciation #7."This
is a night for vinyl aficionados
to trade records and listen
to local DJs. The suggested
donation-is $3.

Kicking Back

Photo courtesy of Screen Gems/MCT
Star of "Easy A" Emma Stone sports an A em blazoned on her chest.

On Tuesday, Sept. 21, "Robin
Hood,"starring Russell Crowe
and Cate Blanchett, will be
available on Blu-ray and DVD.
Crowe's role as Robin Hood
adds grit and depth to a classic
tale usually personified by
men romping in tights.
On Tuesday, Sept. 28, "Iron
Man 2" will be available
on Blu-ray and DVD. The
action-adventure film will be
available in a special combo
pack.
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Pirates give back to Savannah community

Photos by Hank Sharpe

Left: AASU stu dent Jesus Arroyo works around the community garden at the West Broad Street YMCA
on the Day of Service, which was held Sept. 18.
Center: AASU stu dent volunteers work in th e community garden at the West Broad Street YMCA.
Right: Arroyo uses the shovel to clean yard debris around the fence line of the West Broad Street
YMCA's community garden.

UPD offers free, female-only defensive training classes, seminar
Joseph Peny.
ficers can teach the DATE pus does not have the same riences with the programs. year he would like to have
Peny said he would like to classes: Peny, Coreno, Lt. rates of reported sexual
"If you act like a victim, the classes closer to the
The University Police De add classes for men's self- John Bennett, and Officers assault as some other col there's a good chance you start of school, perhaps
partment has four events defense, but currently he • Kelly Wood and Logan leges, as recently reported will become a victim," Will even as early as the week
scheduled in the upcoming and Officer Erica Coreno Woods.
by ABC News, UPD Chief cox said. "But an individu end students check in to
weeks during which female are only certified to teach
UPD will offer two DATE Wayne Willcox said the al out there walking that their dorms, so that fresh
AASU students, faculty women's.
classes on Sept. 22 and training is important for has a certain confidence ... man females can engage
and staff can learn how to
Instead of three classes Oct. 6, but as of Sept. 14, several reasons, not the a certain awareness, they with the campus from the
defend themselves against spread out over the course the time and location were least of which is helping become less attractive for start.
aggressors and maintain of p few weeks, this year's yet to be announced.
women gain more confi a criminal to ... victimize."
awareness of unhealthy RAD class will take nine
Although AASU's cam dence through their expe
Willcox added that next
relationships and environ hours to complete on Sat
ments.
urday, Oct. 16.
Defense and Tactical Education dasses
»
One of the opportunities
In addition to RAD
includes a lecture from training, for the first time
UPD officers will hold a two-hour training course to acquaint female students, faculty and staff with the basic of self-defense and being aware of surroundings, as well as
crime analysis expert and the UPD will conduct De
a few brief physical techniques.
author Betsy Ramsey on fense and Tactical Educa
The dasses are scheduled for Oct. 6, ftom 7-9 p.m. in the Aquatic Recreation Center.
Oct. 25 that will be open tion classes as well. These
to all females in the Savan two-hour sessions include
Rape Aggression Defense dass
nah community.
one hour of lecture, and
Some female students the rest of the time will be
Lt. Joseph Peny and Officer Erica Coreno, both RAD-certified instructors at UPD, will conduct a nine-hourdass Oct. 16from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., with a one-hour breakfor
took advantage of last spent learning brief physi
lunch. Space is limited to approximately 20 AASU students, faculty and staff. Contact Coreno at erica.coreno@armstrong.edu to reserve a spot orfor more information.
year's Rape Aggression De cal techniques, such as
fense class, and UPD is of moves to possibly get away
fering that class again, but from an aggressor, Peny Crime Awareness Seminar fiorfemales
Crime analysis expert Betsy Ramsey will lead a training seminarto educate women about unhealthy relationships and staying aware of their surroundings. The event will
this time it will be much said.
more condensed, said cer
After a Train the Train
be held at the Armstrong Center Auditorium Oct. 25 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., and it is open to all female students, faculty, staff and community residents.
tified RAD instructor Lt. ers session, five UPD of
By Kristen Powell
Senior News Reporter

PATH | FROM PAGE 1
"I think exercise is good,
so it's fantastic," he said.
After a long applica
tion process that started
around 2003, AASU fi
nally received an award of
$500,000 in the 2006-07
budget for Chatham Coun
ty's congressional district,
Schretter said.
It was not until April
2009 that AASU was able
to act on this money.
The Transportation En

hancement program is
funded by the federal gov
ernment and allocates
money to the state. Geor
gia's Department of Trans
portation decides how to
distribute the money. There
are many regulations in
volved with the use of fed
eral money, which is why it
is such a long process.
Regulations
require
AASU to match 20 per
cent of the awarded money.
This money comes from in
stitutional funds from the

general operating budget,
and initially came from the
budget of three years ago
when the project started,
Schretter said.
Schretter also said the
money was used to pay the
Cogdell and Mendrala Ar
chitects to design the path.
"All the construction
costs associated with the
project now are being paid
directly by the GDOT to the
contractor," Schretter said.
AASU does not handle
the $500,000 allotted to

for students, faculty and staff
to volunteer in the communi
ty. Over 400 people attended.
Previously, Bleicken s erved
Georgia Southern University
in various capacities including
associate dean of the College
of Business Administration,
vice presid ent for student af
fairs and vice president for
academic affairs.
Stone pointed out several
milestones that AASU passed:
becoming a four-year col
lege, becoming a university
and gaining student housing.
These milestones represent
major changes to the culture,
of the institution.
In his speech during the in
auguration, Student Govern
ment Association President
Zerik Samples focused on
servant leadership, his idea
that the best leader is the one
that wants to serve its follow
ers. "You are th e paradigm of
servant leadership," he said to
Bleicken. "You have the abil
ity to encourage followers and
live by example."

give students a more directop
portunity to meet and interact
with their elected representa
tives.
SGA Week runs from Sept.
20-25, and in addition to such
events as "Pie your Senators,"
activities include a n open mic
night with Jared Campbell at"
8 p.m. Sept. 20, the SGA Meet
and Cookout Sept. 22 and nu
merous other events culminat
ing in the ArthritisWalk at the
YMCA Islands Branch, begin
ning at 9 a.m. Sept. 25.
Several senators brought
guests to Monday's meeting as
part of SGA Week to get a first
hand perspective of how meet
ings are run. Slater had each
senator stand up and be recog
nized along with their guest at
the meeting.

BLEICKEN| F ROM PAGE 1
Day," w as specially commis
sioned for Bleicken's inaugu
ration. It debuted during the
ceremony and was performed
again at the Southeastern Cho
ral Arts Festival.
Bleicken rose later in the
ceremony and thanked her
previous professors and col
leagues. The president also
thanked her parents, who she
said instilled in her the value
of a higher education.
Janet Stone, a retired as
sociate professor of history
at AASU, was open about her
opinion of Bleicken. Stone
said, "I think she would bring
us a good presence as an ad
vocate before the Board of Re
gents."
Stone, whose book on the
history of AASU will be re
leased later this month, said,
"It really is the president who
makes the case for the institu
tion, who presents the institu
tion's needs and raises to the
board that these needs de
serve attention. I think she'll
be a good advocate before the
board."
Stone alsosaid that Bleicken
has the ability to represent
AASU well t o the greater Sa
vannah community.
The ceremony started at 2
p.m. and was followed at 3
p.m. with a reception in the
new Student Union.
In celebration ofher inaugu
ration, Bleicken declared that
Sept. 18 was a Dav of Service

the project.
However, the cost of the
path does cause some frus
tration for junior Megan
Longworthy.
"It's dumb because I had
to pay for it," she said. "They
should have asked me be
fore they used my money to
make a bike path that I'm
never going to use."
Receiving funds for a
Transportation Enhance
ment project was a lengthy
process; this path had to be
used to enhance Savannah

while specifically having a
global perspective. Schret
ter emphasized the impor
tance of using this path to
tie Savannah together.
The long-term plan is to
connect AASU's path to bi
cycle paths that already ex
ist in Windsor Forest and
Middleground Road. Pro
posals also place the path
near Chatham Area Transit
bus stops.

Classified
Apartment

Newly remodeled large
efficiency apartment
$275 deposit. $550 a
month all-inclusive except
telephone and internet.
10 minutes from down
town or Southside. Quiet
and safe.
912 236-2997 or 912 6586100
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SAVE WITH YOUR AASU I D
McDonald's® Restaurant at Savannah Malt
is offering special discount to
AASU students, faculty and staff
when you show your AASU ID card.

10% OFF OF BREAKFAST

EXTRA VALUE MEAL*

NUMBERS 1-11

10% OFF OF REGULAR MENU

EXTRA VALUE MEAL*

NUMBERS 1-14
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